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SUMMARY 
A free-jet investigation of the internal-flow and burning 
characteristics of a I6-inch ram jet was conducted in the NACA 
Lewis altitude wind tunnel. Data were obtained at Mach numbers 
of 1.35 and 1.73 over a range of exit-nozzle areas. A single 
oblique shock diffuser with no internal contraction and a corrugated 
g~tter-grid flame holder were employed. At bot h ~~cb numbers, the 
inlet spike wa.S positioned to a llow the conica l nose shock to inter-
sect the covll lip . 
Excellent agreement ',TaS observed betueen the cold-flow and 
burninc diffuser tota l-pressure recovery under both subcritical and 
supercritica l operation. The trends in the variation of a dditive 
dr3.g and the normal-shock posit ion "ith mass-flm, ratio agreed with 
those theoretically predicted. The total-pressure drop across the 
combustion chamber could be predicted with reasonable accuracy from 
the computed flame- holder and combustion momentum pressure losses. 
At any combustion-chamber-inlet Mach number, either subcritical 
or s upercritical, similar velocity distributions resulted at the 
combustion-cbamber inlet f or both the present free-jet investigation 
and a previous l y conducted connected-pipe investigation. As a 
re sl}.lt , cOl'lbustloll-cbamber performance was obtained in the f ree jet 
similar to tha t pr eviously obtained i-lith a connected pipe. 
INTRODUCTION 
As part of a generc! l program to evuluate t he performance 
]!o·~entia li ties of the r<::m jet as a supersonic power plant, connected-
pipe and free - jet investigations of a 16-incb ram jet ",·ere made in 
t!le HACA "Levis altitude vTind tunnel. Tho connected- pipe performance 
of this e11[;ine ,.;ith severa l different combust ion-chamber configura-
tions is reported in referenc:e 1. Free-jet performance ",ith two of 
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the s~e combustion-chamber configurations and t he errect of 
several fue ls on engine performance, obtained with a third com-
bustion chamber configuration, have also been reported (refer-
ences 2 and 3). No supercritical performance data, however, are 
presented. 
A more complete engine-performance evaluation, including an 
analysis of the internal-flow and burning characteristics at zero 
angle of attack , with the third combustion-chamber configuration is 
now available and is presented herein. The effects of operating 
conditions on diffuser pressure recovery, additive drag, velocity 
and static-pressure distribution i n the subsonic dirfuser, and 
change in internal engine performance with variation in exit-
nozzle area are considered at Mach numbers of 1.35 and 1.73 and 
altitudes or 35,000 and 41,000 feet, respectively. 
APPARA.TUS 
A description of the altitude-wind-tunnel faci lity and the 
16-inch ram jet with which this investigation was made is given in 
~eference 2. A schematic drawing of the engine is presented in 
figure 1 and the engine coordinates are given in table 1. Two free-
jet nozzles, each having a 12-inch-diameter discharge and operating 
Mach numbers or 1.35 and 1.73, respectively, were used in this 
investigation. 
A single oblique shock inlet designed for external compression 
was used. The spike-tip projection was remotely adjustable and was 
positioned at each stream Mach number to cause the oblique shock 
generated by the cone to intercept the inlet lip. The dirfuser-
inlet lip had a 0.004-inch radius and its outer surface was at 
110 to the horizontal. A remotely adjustable tail plug permitted 
an exit-nozzle-area variation from 51 to 74 percent of the combustion-
chamber area, with the minimum flow area at the nozzle exit for all 
plug posit i ons. 
The ruel-injection plane was 74 inches downstream of the inlet 
lip, and the fuel was sprayed in an upstream direction. The fuel 
injector (fig. 2) consisted of four dual-arc segments each of which 
held four commercial spray nozzles modified to reduce their frontal 
area. The fuel used in this investigation was a clear, unleaded 
gasoline having the designation AN-F-48B, grade 80. Propylene 
oxide was used as a fuel in the vortex-type pilot burner. 
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Tbe flame holder used in this investigation (fig. 3) was 
located 17 inches downstream of the fuel injector. It consisted 
of a series of corrugated gutters having a chord of 2 inches, a 
spacing of 1 inch between corrugations, and an angular gutter 
variation from 350 to 530 included angle. Smaller uncorrugated 
connecting gutters were welded between the corrugated sections. 
The flame holder was mounted with the inner rim around the pilot-
burner exit and blocked 54 percent of the annular area. The cold-
flow flame-holder pressure-drop coefficient, including the combustion-
chamber cold-flow friction loss , is presented in reference 1 and is 
reproduced in figure 4. 
The air flow through the engine was calculated from a total-
and static-pressure survey made 62 inches downstream of the inlet 
lip, station x. Additional total-pressure surveys were made at 
stations y and Zo (See fig. 1 .) Traces of the sta~ic-pressure 
fluctuations at station x were obtained with a commercial strain-
gage-type pressure pickup. Engine thrust and exhaust-gas tempera-
tures were calculated by the methods of references 4 and 5 from 
pressure measurements made with rakes mounted at the nozzle outlet. 
Static wall orifi ces were placed along the length of the entire 
engine. Similar orifices were used to obtain wall pressures on the 
centerbody and the projecting spike. 
A shadowgraph system was employed in studying the air-fl ow 
pattern about the engine inlet. 
A 
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SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in this report: 
cross-sectional area, (sq ft) 
additive drag coefficient (based on inlet area) 
2Fn 
net-internal-thrust coeffiCient, 2 
l'oPOA4MO 
net-internal thrust, (lb) 
fuel-air ratio 
constant 
ratio between distance of normal shock wave ahead of 
diffuser inlet to diffuser-inlet diameter 
-~----. - _. -_. -- -- -- -- -- --
3 
4 
M 
m/rna 
p 
p 
q 
T 
t 
T 
tsfc 
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Mach number 
mass-flow ratio, ratio of actual air-mass flow through 
engine to mass flow contained in free-stream tube 
having diameter equal to diffuser-inlet diameter 
total pressure, (lb/sq ft absolute) 
static pressure, (lb/sq ft absolute) 
dynamic pressure, (lb/sq ft absolute) 
static temperature, oR 
air flow, (lb/sec) 
ratio of test-section ambient pressure to absolute static 
pressure of NACA standard atmosphere at sea level, PO/2116 
ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific 
heat at constant volume 
ratio of static temperature of free jet to NACA standard 
temperature at sea level, t o/5l9 
combustion efficiency, percent 
ratio of absolute total temperature at exhaust-nozzle 
outlet to absolute total temperature at combustion-
chamber inlet 
thrust specific fuel consumption, (lb fuel/hr/lb thrust) 
Subscripts (refer to fig. 1): 
o free-stream condition 
1 supersonic-diffuser inlet 
2 subsonic-diffUser inlet (by definition) 
3 diffuser outlet and combustion-chamber inlet 
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4 
5 
6 
x 
y 
z 
combustion chamber 
combustion-chamber outlet 
:J.ozzle o-.J.tlet 
s t ation 62 inches dmmstream 
Gtation 12 inches dO'tmstream 
station 84 inches downstream 
of inlet 
of :L111et 
of inlet 
RESULTS .!\NJ) DI SCTJSSION 
lip 
lip 
lip 
Because the inlet spike vms positioned to allow the conical nose 
ghock to intersect the cowl lip a t both M9.ch ll1Lllbers invest ie;ated , 
5 
the resu lts obtained represent on-des i gn peri'orma.nce a t both MO = 1. 35 
and 1. 73. 
Diffuser Performance 
Variation of the s tatic -ymll 
of the e116ine inl et a t MO = 1. 73 
colcl - flmf a nd bu.rning conditions . 
pressure coefficients in the region 
a re presented in figure 5 for both 
F or 8ubcri tical flow ( [\13 < 0 . 195 ), 
excellent agree..:nent betw'een t he wall- sta tic- pressure distribution 
for cold-flm! and burning conditions is observed . Supercritically, 
hmTcver , only moderate agreement is noted and may possibly be a resul t 
of STIK'. ll diff'erences in f.l3 between t he t\.ro cases . 
The o~c ur.cen8e of the normal shock is characterized by a rise 
in static pressure . Su-ocr itica l ly, the rise, occuring externally on 
tbe spL:e , is abr upt . At £,13 = 0 . 22 , the norma l s hock occurs in a 
region from 1 to 2 incbes in.s ide of tbe cO\.,l lip and may also be con-
sidered abrupt . 1'he rise in -wa ll pr essure due to the norma. l shock , 
hm-revcr , 1·ms follm-:s d -oy an unex:Dlained dip i n wa ll pressure sufficien t 
to "~cc lcr::::. ·:o consi.derably the flml in this region . Because a similar 
dip OGCLrr.ced. ::or subcri tIcal flO\." the lr1 l1- s tetic - pr essu.re distribu-
tion in this ~eL; ' 0:-:: Co.nrlOt be c onsidered part of the normal- shock 
str1.1~ tlJ.re . It is believed that this pheno:nenon lms char acter i stic of 
t~1e IXl r ticular engine con .. fieuration a nd :!,Jrobably causes a measurable 
diffuser Dressure loss . 
Some dii'ference exists in va ll- static pressLrre between the 
center rJ ody und the out er shell in the first fe", inches dOvmstream 
of' the li!) . At the next po Int of comyarison, 11 inches dmIDstream 
of' the Itl) , hm-rever , identical va l ues were obta ined, and from tbis 
point to the combustion- chamber inlet essentia lly constant sta tic 
yressures ~cross the duct were noted a t a ll stat i ons . 
---, 
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Diffuser pressure recovery. - The over-all and subsonlc-
di~fuser total-pressure r ecoveries at stream Mach numbers of 1.73 
and 1 . 35 are presented in figure 6 for both cold-flow and burning 
conditions. Because previous calibration of the free-jet nozzles 
indicated a negl igib le loss in total pressure across the nozzle, 
the over-all diffuser pressure recovery was calculated from total-
pressure measurements at the nozzle inlet and station x in the 
diffuser . By definit ion, the subsonic-diff user pressure recovery 
is taken as the ratio of total pressures between stations x and 
y. 
Good agreement was obtained between cold-flow and burning 
conditions for the over-all diffuser total-pressure recovery as 
well as for the subsonic-diffuser pressure recoveryo The subcritical 
"pulsing" encountered under both cold-flow and burning conditions was 
of such low magnitude that the diffuser pressure recovery was not 
seriously affected. Over the mass-flow· range investigated at both 
Mach numbers , the over-all subcritical pressure recovery varied only 
slightly. At Mo: 1073, the average subcritice.l pressure recovery 
was 88 ± 1 percent and at Mo: 1.35 approximately 97 ± 1 percent. 
At both Mach numbers, the criti cal pressure recovery was less 
t han the theoretical maximum value. The subsonic-diffuser total-
pressure loss, which amounted to about 2 percent and remained 
relativel y constant and independent of stream Mach nwnber, accounts 
for part of this difference. The remaining discrepancy may be due, 
in part, to the flmr disturbances observed downstream (If the cowl 
lip. 
Additive drag. - The variation with mass-flow ratio of the 
additive drag coeffici ent (based on cowl-inlet area) is presented 
in figure 7. The experL~ental values were calculated from a 
momentum balance based on pressures, measured at station y and 
on the spike. ~le data graphically show the large drag penalty of 
subcritical-diffuser operation, even at Mach numbers as low as 1.35. 
Both the increase in Co a with MO and, at a given MO' the , 
essentially linear increase in On a as the engine air flow is , 
r educed verify the trends predicted by reference 60 
Effect of mass-air flow on normal-shock position. - A shadow-
graph of t he engine inlet for the most severe pulsing condition 
encountered while burning (MO : 1.73, M3 : 0.17) is shown in 
figure 8 (a). The extremes of the normal-shock positions are clearly 
defined. A shadowgraph of the inlet at the same Mach number under 
cold-flow conditions is shown in figure 8(b). The corresponding 
diffuser-exit static-pressure traces are also shown. 
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In general, at a given mass-air flow the cold-flow normal- shock 
movement was essentially sinusoidal and of negligible amplitude. It 
i s t herefore possible to assign a mean-shock position and from the 
shadowgraph image obtain a curve giving the variation in normal-
shock position with mass-flow ratio (fig. 9). Shock positions are 
presented nondimensionally in terms of the diffuser-inlet diameter 
and the data scatter somewhat. Below a mass-flow ratio of 0.9, 
t he variation of shock position with mass-flow ratio is essentially 
l i near. The theoretical variation predicted in reference 7 confirms 
t his trend but for a given shock position predicts a lower air flow 
t han actually obtained. Although it is admittedly difficult to 
experimentally evaluate the mass-flow ratio, this difference could 
well be associated with the approximations in the theory. As the 
mass-flow ratio is raised from 0.9 to 1.0, the spread between the 
experimental data and the theoretical curve decreases. 
The instantaneous shock position under severe pulsing condi-
t i ons, determined from shadowgraph high-speed motion pictures, was 
integrated over a reasonable time interval to determine an average 
normal- shock position. The value of the mass-flow ratio from 
f i gure 9 corresponding to the average-shock position so determined 
agreed with the value determined from pressure instrumentation at 
station x. It thus appears that for the diffuser configuration 
investigated, the mass flows determined from pressure instrumenta-
t i on under severe pulsing conditions represent a valid time-average 
mass flow, and in the absence of such instrumentation the mass flow 
can be determined from an integration of the normal-shock movement. 
Air flow. - The diffuser air-flow characteristics are presented 
as a function of combustion-chamber-inlet Mach number M3 in 
figure 10 in terms of the generalized air-flow parameter. This 
parameter is derived from the continuity of mass flow through the 
diffuser and at a constant MO is given by the following expression: 
7+1 
( 
-1 2)2(l-~ 1 + l.:.:!:. M3 
2 
The actual value of the parameter, as plotted, represents the engine 
air flow reduced to standard sea-level conditions and is therefore 
independent of the ambient pressure and temperature. Thus for a 
given Mo, the air flow at any altitude and M3 can be determined 
from a single curve. For this particular diffuser configuration, 
the subcritical mass flow increases linearly with M3 • Below 
-----~--~ --
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combusti on-chamber-inlet Mach numbers of 0.3, the function of M3 
in the equation increases linearly with M3; and because the 
subcritical-diffuser pressure recovery varies so little, the 
subcritical mass flow for this configuration could be approximated 
quite accurately by a straight line joining the origin and the 
critical-flow condition. 
Velocity and pressure distribution. - The Mach number distri-
butions for MO = 1.73 at stations 12, 62, and 84 inches downstream 
of t he inlet lip are given in figure 11. Free-jet data are presented 
over a range of combustion-chamber-inlet Mach numbers, including both 
subcritica l- and supercritical-diffuser operation, under cold-flow 
as well as burning conditions. In addition, connected- pi pe-burning 
data (reference 1) for the same M3 conditions are also presented . 
It is apparent from the free-jet data that the velocity 
profile is not symmetrical either circumferentially or across the 
annulus; and although the velocity distribution changed markedly with 
combustion-chamber-inlet Mach number, agreement between the free-
jet cold-flow and burning profiles was observed. The asymmetry i n 
profile is most apparent near the diffuser inlet. For example, at 
supercritical conditions the air flow in the region of station y 
(fig. ll(a)) tends to concentrate toward the outer shell; whereas 
under subcritical conditions the velocity peak shifts toward the 
inner body. A similar trend is evident but to a lesser degree at 
station x (fig. ll(b)), and at station z (fig. ll(c)) the shift 
is negligible. Although the origin of the circumferential asymmetry 
at station x could not be determined, it is believed to arise 
within the engine itself inasmuch as a survey of the free jet 
indicated symmetrical flow in the region of the engine inlet. 
It is interesting to note for the case of the connected pipe 
that due to the development of fully turbulent flow in the approach 
duct to the engine inlet, a flat uniform velocity distribution i8 
obtained at station y. Also, at a given diffuser-outlet Mach 
number, either subcritical or supercritical, similar velocity dis-
tributions resulted at station z for both connected-pipe and free-
jet burning operationo If it can be assumed that essentially 
similar velocity distributions also exist in the region of the fuel 
injector as well, valid combustion-chamber-performance evaluation 
should result with connected-pipe operation. 
- - ----
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Combustion-Chamber Performance 
Curves showing the effect of exit-nozzle area and fuel-air ratio 
on combustion-chamber performance are presented in figure 12 for 
MO = 1.73 at 41,000 feet and MO = 1 0 35 at 35,000 feet. In each 
case the inlet-air total temperature was set in accordance with the 
NACA standard atmosphere. 
As calculated, the exhaust-gas temperature does not include the 
heat released by the fuel and rejected to the water used in cooling 
the tail plug and the combustion chamber. If the enel'gy absorbed by 
the cooling water is added to the exhaust gases, an increase from 
500 to 2000 F in the values of the exhaust-gas temperatures reported 
herein would result. This change would be reflected as an increase 
in the total-temperature ratio ,. across the engine. In the evalu-
ation of the combustion efficiency Tib' however, both the energy 
content of the pilot :fuel as well as the energy given up to the 
cooling water were considered. 
Lean blow-out appears uninfluenced by the difference in 
combustion-chamber-inlet pressure and temperature between the two 
Mach numbers; however, rich blow-out appears extended somewhat by 
an increase in combustion-chamber-inlet static pressure and 
temperature. The fUel-air-ratio range was fairly large at both 
stream Mach numbers and rich blow-out occurred in the region of 
maximum combustion ef:ficiency but below the stoichiometric fuel-
air ratio. Although at a given fUel-air ratio the combustion-
chamber-inlet Mach number M3 (based on the annular area at 
station 3) decreased as the outlet area was reduced, the combustion 
efficiency was not necessarily maximum at the smallest outlet area. 
Combustion efficiencies in the order of 70 percent were obtained 
:from fUel-air ratios of 0.035 to 0.053 at MO = 1.73 and an outlet-
area ratio of 0.676. The corresponding M3 range was 0.195 to 
0.173. The combustion efficiencies at the other outlet-area ratios 
were also relatively flat in this fuel-air ratio region, and in 
general at a given fuel-air ratio the spread in combustion efficiency 
as a result of outlet-area changes was only 10 percent. At 
MO = 1.73, the values of the total-temperature ratio across the 
combustion chamber T ranged between 1.9 and 4.6, whereas at 
MO = 1.35 due to the reduced fuel-air ratio range and lower inlet-
air temperatures the T value varied between 2.3 and 4.7. 
- - -
- - --
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The connected-pipe performance of this same combustion-chamber 
configuration with the identical fuel-injector radius setting, 
5.22 inches, is presented in reference 1 and is reproduced in 
figure l2{a). Essentially the same operable fuel-air-ratio range 
and the same level of combustion efficiencies as obtained in the 
free jet are indicated. Although some diffuser pulsing was present 
there was no noticeable change in combustion-chamber operation 
between subcritical and supercritical conditions. Both of these 
results are valid only for the configuration investigated and were 
expected on the basis of the similarities in diffuser-outlet velocity 
distribution. 
The effect of T and M3 on the total-pressure ratio across 
the combustion chamber (combined flame-holder and combustion momentum 
losses) is shown in figure 13. The theoretical curves were derived 
by combining the actual flame-holder 106ses (fig. 4) with the one-
dimensional frictionless combustion momentum losses. Good agreement 
in trend and magnitude is obtained between the eA~erimental and the 
theoretical values, even though fluid viscosity was neglected. It 
may be concluded that for analytical purposes the constant-area 
combustion-chamber total-pressure drop can be estimated on a one-
dimensional frictionless basis with reasonable accuracy. 
Also shown on figure 13 is the experimental variation in total-
pressure ratio across the combustion chamber with M3 at MO = 1.73 
for several exit-nozzle areas. The increased loss in pressure as 
M3 is raised results from the presence of the flame holder rather 
than an increased combustion momentum drop and is less severe with 
flame holders having lower flow losses. 
Engine Performance 
The effects of T and exit-nozzle area on the net internal 
thrust coefflcient (based on combustion-chamber area) and the 
specific fuel consumption in pounds per hour per pour~ of thrust 
are presented in figure 14. As has often been demonstrated with a 
fixed-outlet area, the internal thrust coefficient ~ increases 
wi th T; however, at a fixed ,., l' does not always increase with 
outlet area. For example at MO = 1.35, essentially a single curve 
describes the variation of internal thrust with T for all outlet 
areas (fig. l4(b)). On the other hand at MO = 1.73, the thrust 
coefficient increases with outlet area for all values of" above 
3.5. Below this value of 'T, the area curves cross and result 
in greater internal thrust coefficients at outlet areas less than 
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the maximum investigated. This apparent inconsistency arises from 
the interI'elation of mass air flow, diffuser pressure recovery, and 
combustion-chamber pressure losses. It would appear by extrapolation 
that a value of i of at least 1.5 is required to overcome the 
internal-flow losses at both stream Mach numbers. 
The thrust-specific-fuel-consumption trends are markedly 
influenced by the combustion efficiency, which masks the general 
effect of i and exit area on thrust specific fuel consumption. 
Although the data indicate a rapid reduction in thrust specific fuel 
consumption as i is raised from 2 to 3 , the rate of reduction in 
the value of thrust specific fuel consumption as T is increased 
beyond 3 drops considerably. At MO = 1.73, an essentially constant 
thrust specific fuel consumption was observed between T = 3.3 
and 4.5 for a given exit-nozzle area (fig. 14(a)). The minimum 
fuel consumption were 3.0 and 3.8 pounds of fuel per hour per 
pound of trrrust at ~~ = 1.73 and 1.35, respectively. 
In order to better illustrate the effect of i and exit-area 
ratio on the fuel consumption, the data have been generalized to 
lOO-percent combustion efficiency, thus eliminating that variable 
from consideration (fig. 15). This parameter indicates trends at 
a constant T'lb' and although it represents the actual fuel consump-
tion at an T'lb of 100 percent, the parameter can be used to evaluate 
the fuel consumption at any combustion efficiency. Large reductions 
in the fuel consumption result from improved combustion efficiency. 
For example, at MO::: 1.35 and 1. 73 the minimum fuel consumption 
0an be reduced to 2.46 and 1.86 pounds per hour per pound, respec-
tively, if combustion efficiencies of 100 percent be attained. 
11 
As expected on the basis of the combustion-chamber pressure 
losses, the minimum value of the specific-fuel-consumption parameter 
decreased with exit area. Moreover, for all outlet areas investigated 
at both Mach numbers, this minimum value occurred at combustion-
chamber-inlet Mach numbers between 0.195 and 0.200. It is coinci-
dental that at Mo::: 1.73 the critical M3 falls in this region. 
For values of T other than that corresponding to the minimum value, 
the fuel-consumption-parameter increase rapidly. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A free-jet investigation was made of the internal-flow and 
burning characteristics of a 16-inch ram jet employing an external 
compression inlet, a variable-area outlet, and a corrugated gutter-
-- --
-- -
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grid f1::me holder . En,sine performance "ms (le t ermined at MO = 1. 73 and 
1.35 . The spike tip projection vlclS acljustab l e and at both l'lach n umbers 
the inlet spike \·Ja S poei tioned to 3 110'" the con ica 1 nose shock to inter-
sect the cOld lip . Tbe following results \Vcre obtained: 
1. Exce llent agreement "'\"'dS observed between the combined 
subsonic - and supersonic- diffuser total-pressure recovery for cold-
flO\'T a nd burning conditions vnder both subcritical and supercritica l 
operation. 
2 . Tile treno_s i n the measured a dditive drag agr eed "lith that 
theoret i ca lly predicted. At a given mass- f low ratio the a dditive drag 
increased ,·rith MO, and at a given HO the a dditive drag incr eased 
r apidly and essentially linearly a s the mass-flow ratio was reduced. 
3 . T'ne va r iat ion of the norma l-shock poaition ,-lith mass - floi·r 
r a t io agreed ,.;i th the trend theoretic9. lly predicted. For a given 
norma l-shock pos i tion, bowever, the theory predicted a lmrer air 
f lm-l than a ctually obtained. 
4. Althoueh there ,-laS a cons i d.er ab le radial shift in the peak 
local velocity at the engine inlet between subcritical and super-
critical conditions, sim:ilar velocity distributions resulted a t the 
combus tion-chamber inlet f or both connected-pipe a nd free-jet burni~~ 
oper at ion. As a result, combustion-chamber operation similar to t hat 
observed "'\vith a connected pipe "JaS obta ined in the free j e t. 
5 . The total-pressure drop a cros s the combustion chamber CB.n be 
predicted vrith reasonable a ccura cy on the basis of the cold-flow 
flame-holder pressure-drop coefficient and the combustion momentum 
loss computed from one-dimensional frictionles s -flow considerati ons . 
6 . The genera l level of the maxinlUm combus tion efficiencies 
was in tbe order of 70 percent a.nd combustion-chamber temperature -
r a tio values between 1.9 and 4.7 were obtained . , linimum fuel con-
s\,unpt ions of' 3 . 8 and 3 .0 pounds per hour per pound of thrust vTere 
noted a t ;·10 = 1. 35 and 1.73, respectively. 
LevTis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
--- --- ---- - -- ---
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Spike tip projection 
(in. ) 
2.63 
4.27 
-
TABLE I - COORDINATES OF 16-INCH RAM JET 
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I 
65 
Shell Diffuser inner- Spike coordinates 
body coordinates 
Station Inside sta. tion Outside Distance Outside 
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